SYLLABUS

NEGOTIATION AND MEDIATION

DON PETERS

SPRING 2002

The materials for this course are:

1. Robert Bastress and Joseph Harbaugh, INTERVIEWING, COUNSELING, AND NEGOTIATING (Little, Brown 1990), available at the normal text outlets and cited hereafter as “Text;”

2. Don Peters, SPLITTING THE DIFFERENCE: SUPPLEMENTAL PROBLEMS IN NEGOTIATION, an unpublished compilation that contains our negotiation lab exercises, available at Justice Story, and cited hereafter as “STD;” and

3. Robert H. Mnookin, Scott R. Peppet, and Andrew S. Tulumello, BEYOND WINNING: NEGOTIATING TO CREATE VALUE IN DEALS AND DISPUTES (Harvard Press 2000) (hereafter BW), a supplemental source so valuable that reading assignments from it are included and multiple copies of it are on library reserve.

In addition, GETTING TO YES, by Roger Fisher, William Ury, and Bruce Patton (Penguin Paperback, either 1st ed., 1983, or 2d-3d, 1991); GETTING TOGETHER: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS AS WE NEGOTIATE, by Roger Fisher and Scott Brown (Penguin Paperback ed. 1989); and GETTING PAST NO: NEGOTIATING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE, by William Ury (Bantam Books, 1991, and also in paperback), are strongly recommended but not required. Copies of these books also are on reserve in the Library.

Please purchase the Text and STD [and, if you wish, BW] as soon as possible. I recommend reading all of the Text devoted to negotiation, pages 339-531, either before the course begins or as soon as possible in the term. Our reading assignments are often long but contain no appellate cases. They are typically concentrated before major and focused role plays begin, and you should review them as necessary during these intensive
performance phases of the course. In addition, participation in this course requires use of a small audio tape recorder for taping and reviewing our lab exercises. You must provide your own audio recorder and tapes.

Our course goals include:

1. Providing information about action theories allowing you to prepare, conduct, and evaluate negotiating, mediating, and advocating before and during mediating tasks effectively;

2. Providing information about ethical and other value dimensions of effective negotiation, mediation, and mediation advocacy;

3. Providing sufficient opportunities to apply this information in the reflective practice of fundamental tasks to allow you to develop your skills and improve your competencies in negotiating and advocating before and during mediation.

This is a learning-by-doing course with grades based almost entirely upon the cumulative evaluation of your negotiation, mediation and written assignments. This course has no final examination but does include two short, multiple option quizzes during the term that are designed to encourage you to read the text assignments. A more thorough discussion of our grading approach is included later.

This course involves five negotiations done in evening lab classes [including two exercises done in teams] plus eight other negotiations done during normal class hours [including three mediations]. This course also requires ten graded written assignments consisting of 8 evaluations of negotiations, 1 analysis of three mediations, and one final paper. Specific suggestions for these papers and a schedule of the dates for submitting each are provided later. In addition, you will be asked to submit written negotiation plans before four of your negotiations. These will be graded. You will also be asked to complete short written questionnaires after many of your negotiations. These documents will help us review the experience and they will be distributed after the negotiations. They are not graded.

Attendance is required for all evening lab classes containing an evaluated performance assignment. Those lab classes this term are on February 5, February 19, March 12, March 19, and April 9. It simply is not feasible to reschedule these negotiations. If you miss one of these negotiations, you lose the points obtainable from that exercise. You may be able to write a reaction paper by reviewing a videotape of the negotiation. Students who are stranded by someone who does not attend a scheduled negotiation will automatically receive 90% of the points available for that exercise.

Standard 305(c) of the ABA Standards for the Approval of Law Schools requires “regular and punctual class attendance.” I interpret this standard as requiring presence
at 90% or more of our classes and monitor your attendance. Your grade will be reduced if your attendance falls below this definition. Many classes involve distributing materials for performances to be done at future classes. You are responsible for picking these up promptly from either me or one of the secretaries in the Clinic Suite if you miss one of the classes where documents are distributed.

The following schedule of classes is quite detailed. Any questions you have about any of these assignments should be directed to me at 392-0412 or e-mail petersdon@law.ufl.edu. If you cannot reach me, the Virgil Hawkins Clinic Office Manager, Helen Stoneking, will be able to respond in my absence. You may fax papers. My fax number is (352) 392-0414.
COURSE SCHEDULE

Tuesday, January 15: COURSE INTRODUCTION. Read pages 3-17 and 341-47 of the Text, 1-8 and 13a-13g of STD, and 1-8 of BW. We will introduce the course, explain its learning approach, and do a preliminary exercise which will be explained in class.

Thursday, January 17: A PRELIMINARY LOOK AT NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES AND DYNAMICS PLUS THE MBTI AND MODE. Read pages 349-87 of Text and 9-43 of BW. We will do an introductory role play which will be explained and distributed in class. In addition, The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator [MBTI] and the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Management of Differences Exercise [MODE], valuable tools for learning negotiation skills, will be administered during this class.

After class, prepare the letter required by the Ed Euratz and Gator Printing situation, pages 178-79 of STD. This letter may not exceed two double-spaced typed pages and must be either typed or written legibly. It must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM on Monday, January 21, and it will not be graded. All required course papers and negotiation plans are submitted by placing them in my mailbox [the two slots underneath my name in the upper right hand corner of the mail system] in the Clinic Suite, found in the unmarked room facing the wall between rooms 101 and 109.

Tuesday, January 22: CHOOSING STRATEGIES AND STYLES AND THE ROLE OF CONTEXT. Read pages 389-404 of TEXT, 14-25 of STD, and 11-43 of BW. We will do our first short negotiation which will be distributed in class, review demonstration video clips, and discuss your action choices in the letter you wrote for Ed Euratz.

Thursday, January 24: NEGOTIATING ADRA AND TROPICAL HOTEL AND NEGOTIATION ETHICS. Read pages 474-479, 488-500, and 506-510 of Text and 274-94 BW. We will negotiate the ADRA and Tropical Hotel situation, page 180 of STD, in pairs, using confidential information that will be distributed on Tuesday, January 24, at quiet locations you select. This negotiation will be limited to 15 minutes. After it ends we will reconvene to complete a short questionnaire capturing aspects of your experience, discuss the exercise, review demonstration video clips, and analyze negotiation ethics issues.

Tuesday, January 29: MBTI AND MODE REVIEW. Read pages 71-117 STD and 5–55 BW. We will discuss these instruments, distribute individual type profiles, share aggregate class data, and speculate how this information may help you improve your negotiating, mediating, and mediation advocacy skills.

Thursday, January 31: HSN AND OCN NEGOTIATION. We will negotiate the HSN and OCN negotiation during class at quiet sites that you select. Pairings and confidential information will be distributed on Tuesday, January 29. You client will be available for brief consultation during this negotiation following procedures that will be
announced. You may negotiate for no longer than 130 minutes [10:20 to 12:30] and you must pick up a copy of the questionnaire no later than 12:30 p.m. on this date. Complete this short questionnaire and return it with your reaction paper. Your no more than one page reaction paper, plus a completed questionnaire, must be submitted no later than 5 PM on Monday, February 4. [this paper is worth 9 points]

Tuesday, February 5: CORE EXCHANGE SKILLS OF QUESTIONING AND LISTENING. Read pages 116-26, 162-73, 405-28, 515-22 of Text, 26-41 of STD, and 44-68 of BW. After reviewing the HSN & OCN negotiation, we will explore the critical importance of information and the core skills of questioning and listening. We will critically evaluate videotaped demonstrations and practice these skills in short role plays that will be distributed in class.

FIRST LAB CLASS—TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 5: NEGOTIATING WINNER v. CLUB CIMMARON. We will conduct our first lab class, working entirely in our 12 student breakout groups. Please review the Lab Class protocols which follow later in this Syllabus. We will negotiate Winner and Club Cimmaron, pages 181-187 of STD. This negotiation will be limited to 72 minutes. At its conclusion we will discuss the exercise and review video excerpts in our master breakout rooms. Pairings, room assignments, and video times will be distributed on Thursday, January 31. Your written negotiation plan is due no later than 5 PM on Tuesday, February 5. [this plan is worth 7 points]

A reaction paper discussing this experience, along with your completed questionnaire and action choices chart, is due no later than 5:00 PM on Friday, February 8. [this paper is worth 15 points]

Thursday, February 7: REVIEWING THE WINNER NEGOTIATION AND THE CHALLENGES OF DISPUTE RESOLVING. Read pages 59-70 of STD and 97-126 of BW. After reviewing the Winner negotiation, we will critically evaluate video clips based on this exercise and analyze some of the general challenges involved in negotiating litigation linked lawsuits. We will also practice important negotiation skills in short role plays based on Winner and Club Cimmaron that will be distributed after class on Tuesday evening, February 7.

Tuesday, February 12: DISSOLVING A LAW FIRM---NEGOTIATING REMAYNE AND GOGH. Read pages 479-85, 496-97, 501-04 and 511-15 of Text, 44-51 of STD, and 204-23 of BW. We will negotiate the ReMayne and Gogh situation, pages 188-194 of STD, using the following process. During the first hour we will critically evaluate video excerpts showing your senior partners starting this negotiation and setting the stage for your negotiation in the second hour. You will pick this negotiation up where the videotape ends and attempt to resolve all remaining issues. Pairings and confidential information will be distributed on Thursday, February 7. A one page reaction paper, together with your completed questionnaire, is due no later than 5 PM on Wednesday, February 13. [this paper is worth 9 points]
Thursday, February 14: REVIEWING REMAYNE AND GOGH AND THE CHALLENGES OF DEAL MAKING. Read pages 127-55 of BW. After reviewing the ReMayne and Gogh negotiation, we will critically evaluate additional videotapes based on this exercise and analyze some of the general challenges involved in negotiating deals. We will also practice important negotiation skills in short role plays based on ReMayne and Gogh that will be distributed in class on Tuesday, February 12.

Tuesday, February 19: PERSUASION IN NEGOTIATION AND FIRST QUIZ. Read pages 429-472 of Text and 52-59 of STD. We will discuss our experiences with action choices designed to persuade and resist persuasion in the course thus far and critically evaluate video tape demonstrations. In addition, our first quiz, covering all reading assignments in Text and STD thus far, will be administered.

SECOND LAB CLASS: TUESDAY EVENING: FEBRUARY 19: NEGOTIATING KLARE AND JOURNAL OF HUMAN RELATIONS. Our second lab class involves negotiating Klare and Journal of Human Relations, pages 195-204 of STD, for no more than 90 minutes. After this negotiation, we will discuss your experiences and review video excerpts in our master breakout rooms. Pairings, room assignments and video times will be distributed on Thursday, February 14. A written negotiation plan is due no later than 5 PM on Tuesday, February 19. [this plan is worth 9 points]

A reaction paper discussing your experiences, along with a completed questionnaire and action choices chart, is due no later than 5 PM on Friday, February 22. [this paper is worth 15 points]

Thursday, February 21: REVIEWING THE KLARE AND JOURNAL NEGOTIATION. Read pages 249-71 of BW. After reviewing the Klare and Journal negotiation, we will practice important negotiation and counseling skills in short role plays based on the Klare and Journal negotiation. These role plays will be distributed after class on Tuesday evening, February 19.

Tuesday, February 26: CREATING SOLUTIONS. We will discuss experiences and challenges creating solutions in negotiation, critically evaluate videotaped demonstrations, and do role play that will be distributed in class.

Thursday, February 28: CLIENT ROLES AND AGENCY TENSIONS. Read pages 235-41, 252-54, 265-82, and 303-08 of Text, 118-128 of STD, and 69-91 BW. We will discuss these readings, critically evaluate videotaped demonstrations of these issues, and engage in short role plays that will be distributed in class.

Tuesday, March 12: MORE BEHIND THE TABLE ISSUES. Read pages 178-203 of BW. We will continue our analysis of negotiation counseling issues and practice these important skills in short, focused role plays based on exercises we have already negotiated. These role plays will be distributed in class.
THIRD LAB CLASS: TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 12: NEGOTIATING CREATI-VIRTUAL, INC AND CITRUS NATIONAL BANK. We will negotiate a commercial loan situation Creati-Virtual, Inc. and Citrus National Bank, pages 205-206 of STD. This will be a one-on-one negotiation with clients. Lawyers may confer with their clients before this negotiation as much or as little as they wish. Clients must attend their negotiation. Negotiations will last no longer than 72 minutes. Then we will discuss experiences and review video excerpts in our master breakout room. Client assignments, negotiation pairings, room assignments, and video times will be distributed on Thursday, February 28. A negotiation plan from the lawyers only is due no later than 5 PM on Tuesday, March 12. [This plan is worth 9 points]

A reaction paper discussing your experiences and a completed questionnaire should be submitted following these guidelines: (1) use separate questionnaires for negotiators and clients; (2) clients write papers evaluating their lawyers' counseling and negotiating effectiveness; (3) lawyers only also submit action choices chart. All are due no later than 5:00 PM on Friday, March 15.

Thursday, March 14: REVIEWING THE CVI AND CNB NEGOTIATION AND MORE COUNSELING ISSUES. Read pages 311-15 and 324-38 of TEXT. After reviewing CVI and CNB counseling and negotiation experiences, we will discuss additional lawyer-client topics, evaluate videotaped demonstrations, and do short role plays that will be distributed in class.

Tuesday, March 19: EVALUATING CASES, ADVICE ON DISPUTE RESOLVING, AND DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS. Read pages 224-48 of BW. After discussing approaches to evaluating cases and other advice on dispute resolving negotiation, we will analyze an important new book, Difficult Conversations, by Douglas Stone, Bruce Patton, and Sheila Heen. We will also do short role plays that will be distributed in class.

FOURTH LAB CLASS: TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 19: NEGOTIATING THE LAW FIRM LIABILITY SITUATION. We will negotiate the Law Firm Liability exercise, pages 207-212 of STD. If you played a lawyer role in our last lab, you will be a client in this one, and vice versa. Again lawyers may confer with their clients before this lab as much as they wish. Clients must attend this negotiation. Negotiations will last no longer than 72 minutes. Client assignments, negotiation pairings, room assignments, and video times will be distributed on Thursday, March 14. A negotiation plan from the lawyers only is due no later than 5 PM on Tuesday, March 19. [this plan is worth 9 points]
A reaction paper discussing your experiences (with clients evaluating their lawyer's counseling and negotiating effectiveness) along with a completed questionnaire (with separate questionnaires used for negotiations and clients), and an action choices chart from the lawyers only is due no later than **5 PM on Friday, March 22.** [this paper is worth 15 points]

**Thursday, March 21:** **REVIEWING THE LAW FIRM LIABILITY NEGOTIATION, FRAMING, REFRAMING, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL BARRIERS.** *Read pages 129-132 of STD and 156-72 of BW.* We will do a short exercise based on Global Touch, Ltd. and Jorman Telecom, *page 213 of STD.* We will also review ideas about psychological barriers, evaluate videotaped demonstrations, and do short performance exercises that will be distributed in class.

**Tuesday, March 26:** **NEGOTIATING MILAMS v. CAPRI HOTEL AND MIDWEST AIRLINES.** We will negotiate the Milams, Capri Hotel, and Midwest Airlines situation, pages 214-227 of STD during this class period. This is a three-party negotiation with one negotiator representing each side and each trio needs to find a quiet spot to conduct this session. It may last no longer than 130 minutes [10:20 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.] A short document summarizing the outcome must be prepared, signed by all negotiators, and submitted at the end of the session when everyone picks up a questionnaire. Pairings and confidential information will be distributed on Thursday March 21. A one page paper, along with a completed questionnaire, must be submitted no later than **5 PM on Wednesday, March 27.** [this paper is worth 7 points]

**Thursday, March 28:** **REVIEWING THE MILAMS NEGOTIATION, ORGANIZATIONS AND MULTIPLE PARTIES, AND POWER, TRUST, AND COALITION ISSUES.** *Read pages 295-314 of BW.* After discussing experiences in the Milams negotiation, we will analyze action theories regarding organizations, multiple parties, coalitions, power, and trust. We will also evaluate videotaped demonstrations of some of these issues and do short role plays that will be distributed in class.

**Tuesday, April 2:** **NEGOTIATING WASTING AWAY AGAIN IN FAJITAVILLE.** We will negotiate Wasting Away Again in Fajitaville during this class. This is a two party negotiation and each pair needs to find a quiet spot to conduct their session. It may last no longer than 130 minutes [10:20 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.] A short documenting summarizing the outcome must be prepared, signed by both negotiators, and submitted at the end of the session when each acquires the short questionnaire. Pairings and confidential information will be distributed on Thursday, March 28. A one page paper, along with a completed questionnaire, must be submitted no later than **5 PM on Wednesday, April 3.** [this paper is worth 7 points]

**Thursday, April 4:** **REVIEWING FAJITAVILLE AND COLLABORATIVE NEGOTIATION.** After reviewing the Fajitaville negotiation, we will do a negotiation that will be distributed in class.
Tuesday, April 9: NEGOTIATION AND FLORIDA'S MANDATORY MEDIATION SYSTEM. Read pages 133-162 of STD. We will discuss how mandatory mediation in Florida practice works. In addition, we will do a short mediation role play featuring teams of two mediators, two parties, and separate students assigned to play client and lawyer roles. Pairings, role assignments, and confidential information will be distributed on Thursday, April 4 and lawyers and clients are encouraged to meet and prepare for this mediation in advance of class.

FIFTH AND LAST LAB, TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 9: NEGOTIATING THE NAVAJO LAKE SITUATION. We will negotiate the Navajo Lake situation, pages 228-233 of STD. This three-party dispute will have one negotiator representing each side. It may last no longer than 90 minutes. After it ends we will discuss experiences and review video excerpts in our master breakout rooms. Pairings, room assignments, and video times will be distributed on Thursday, April 4. Your written negotiation plan is due no later than 5 PM on Tuesday, April 9. [this plan is worth 9 points]

A reaction paper discussing this negotiation, along with a completed questionnaire and action choices chart, is due no later than 5:00 PM on Friday, April 12. [this paper is worth 15 points]

Thursday, April 11: MEDIATING FEAR AND LOATHING AT THE GARAGE SALE. We will spend this class mediating this scenario, pages 234-245 of STD. We will employ break out groups using teams of two mediators and separate students playing client and lawyer roles. Group, role, and room assignments, along with confidential information, will be distributed at the end of the class on Tuesday evening, April 9. Once again lawyers and their clients are encouraged to meet and prepare for this mediation before this class. The mediators must prepare a short document summarizing the outcome, get everyone to sign it, and then submit it no later than the end of this class.

Tuesday, April 16: MEDIATING BROKEN HEARTED. We will spend this class mediating this scenario, or another which will be distributed, using the same approach followed on April 11. Group, role, and room assignments, along with confidential information, may be acquired at the end of class on April 11. Again lawyers and their clients are encouraged to meet and prepare for this mediation before this class. Again the mediators must prepare a short document summarizing the outcome, get everyone to sign it, and then submit it no later than the end of this class.

A no more than three page reaction paper, describing the high and low points of your experiences in the three mediations on April 9, 11, and 16, must be submitted no later than 5 PM on Wednesday, April 17. [this paper is worth 15 points]

NOTE: Your final paper, a no-more-than-five-page essay, is due by 5 PM on Friday, April 19. This paper should treat the following topics in any way that you wish: (1) a critical self-evaluation of your negotiation strengths and weaknesses and how they have
been influenced by this course; (2) the aspect of negotiation theory developed in this course that was most valuable for you, explaining why; (3) the piece of negotiation theory you found least valuable, indicating why; and (4) suggestions for improving this course. This paper should be a thoughtful piece of writing that uses examples to illustrate points. [It is worth 19 points]

**Thursday, April 18: MEDIATION ADVOCACY.** Read pages 163-177 of STD. After reviewing our mediation experiences, we will discuss how this process influences negotiation and ways that lawyers can work in it effectively. We will also critically evaluated videotaped demonstrations.

**Tuesday, April 23: GENDER, CULTURAL, AND OTHER INFLUENCES IN NEGOTIATION AND MEDIATION AND LOOKING BACK.** Read pages 523-31 of TEXT. We will discuss what effect, if any, gender, cultural, racial, ethnic, and age factors had on negotiations and mediations in this course and beyond. We will also review this course, points and ideas raised in final papers, and anything else that seems germane.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Due (no later than)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Letter required by the Ed Euratz and Gator Printing situation</td>
<td>5 PM on Monday, January 21 [ungraded]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. First reaction paper discussing the HSN &amp; OCN negotiation</td>
<td>5 PM on Monday, February 4 [worth 9 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Written negotiation plan for Winner and Club Cimmaron</td>
<td>5 PM on Tuesday, February 5 [worth 7 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Second reaction paper discussing the Winner-Club Cimmaron negotiation</td>
<td>5 PM on Friday, February 8 [worth 15 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Third reaction paper regarding the ReMayne and Gogh negotiation</td>
<td>5 PM on Wednesday, February 13 [worth 9 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Written negotiation plan for Klare and Journal of Human Relations</td>
<td>5 PM on Tuesday, February 19 [worth 9 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Fourth reaction paper regarding Klare and Journal negotiation</td>
<td>5 PM on Friday, February 22 [worth 15 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Written negotiation plan for Creati-Virtual and Citrus National Bank</td>
<td>5 PM on Tuesday, March 12 [worth 9 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(half class playing lawyers only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Fifth reaction paper regarding the Creati-Virtual and Citrus National Bank (both lawyers and clients)</td>
<td>5 PM on Friday, March 15 [worth 15 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Written negotiation plan for the Law Firm Liability negotiation</td>
<td>5 PM on Tuesday, March 19 [worth 9 points]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(lawyers only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11. Sixth reaction paper regarding the Law Firm Liability negotiation  
   5 PM on Friday, March 22  
   [worth 15 points]

12. Seventh reaction paper regarding the Milams Negotiation  
   5 PM on Wednesday, March 27  
   [worth 9 points]

13. Eighth reaction paper regarding the Fajitaville negotiation  
   5 PM on Wednesday, April 3  
   [worth 9 points]

14. Written negotiation plan for Navajo Lake negotiation  
   5 PM on Tuesday, April 9  
   [worth 9 points]

16. Tenth reaction paper regarding the three mediations  
   5 PM on Wednesday, April 17  
   [worth 15 points]

17. Final paper  
   5 PM on Friday, April 19  
   [worth 19 points]
DESCRIPTION OF WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS

The following suggestions are illustrative rather than mandatory. Although I apply no set formula for evaluating papers, these suggestions stem from my hunch that focusing your papers in these directions will provide valuable insights identifying specific behaviors and then evaluating their effectiveness. In addition, these directions give me greater understanding of your experiences, many of which regrettably but necessarily occur outside my or other instructor observation. Finally, these suggestions may alleviate uncertainties regarding what should be in these papers to get good grades for them.

1. What the person [or persons] with whom you were negotiating did that was the most effective and why it was effective;

2. What the person [or persons] with whom you were negotiating did that was the least effective and why it was not successful;

3. What you did that was most effective and why it worked;

4. What you did that was least effective and why it was not successful;

5. What part of this experience caused you the most ethical conflict and how you resolved this conflict [and you may find reviewing pages 285-95 of Text helpful with this one]; and

6. What was the decisive or turning point in your negotiation and why was it critical.

7. What surprised you during the negotiation, why it surprised you, how you reacted, and how you evaluate your reaction.

Remember, your reaction papers should be reactions to and reflections about the experiences you had. They should be an account of what happened that was significant and what you think of it now, not simply narrative or chronological descriptions of what you and others did. They should analyze specific behaviors rather than describe broad outcomes. They can also include topics such as: (1) lessons you drew from the class discussion, the exercise, and its critique; (2) questions you have about the negotiation process for which it would be helpful to have answers; (3) what bothered you then and what you think about it now; (4) suggestions you have for improving exercises, demonstrations, discussions, readings, critique methods, and course procedures; (5) what you might do differently if you were doing it over again and why; (6) what skills the others you worked with used effectively and what you can learn from them; and (7) what personal skills you used effectively, which ones you would like to improve, and how you might do that. This list is neither exhaustive nor mandatory but rather illustrative of the kinds of
issues appropriately addressed in reaction papers. Specific suggestions for reaction papers when you play a client role in either our fifth or sixth negotiation will be distributed.

Reaction papers must follow the space restrictions, typically no more than three [or one] typed pages, double-spaced, 8 1/2 by 11. Although they should address the topics mentioned above, they also must be focused directly on specific experiences in the negotiation. Do not simply describe how the negotiations unfolded. All papers must be typed or written legibly. To promote anonymity, please use your social security number rather than your name on your papers. The short deadlines contained in this syllabus are essential to insure that you reflect, react and write while the experience is still fresh.
LAB PROTOCOLS

Please follow these protocols for all of our lab classes:

1. Complete and submit your negotiation plans by the time announced in either the Syllabus or class. Failure to do this results in lower marks.

2. Report directly to the assigned rooms at the beginning of class. To the extent possible, room assignments will correlate with the master room in which your section is meeting.

3. Begin negotiating at the designated time or as soon as everyone has arrived. Non-punctual students reduce the amount of negotiating time for everyone in the group because all negotiations must end at the announced time. Close the doors to your negotiation rooms. Remember to audiotape your entire negotiation, including the portion that you conduct in the master room on videotape. It is your responsibility to provide the tape recorder and audiotapes for these sessions. Arriving a few minutes early to check your audio taping equipment is recommended.

4. Respect that my colleagues are letting you use their offices. Do not move anything. Do not look at files, documents, or anything else. Remove all cups, bottles, etc. that you bring. Leave the office exactly as you found it.

5. Proceed to the master room at the assigned time to conduct the portion of the negotiation before your instructor that is videotaped. Knock on the door to announce your arrival. Your instructor will stop the negotiators at an appropriate point, let you in the room, and then you proceed to the table and resume your session. Please use content summaries to inform your instructor where your session is if you are not the first group negotiating that evening.

6. Do not negotiate as you proceed to and from the master room. Do not discuss any aspect of your negotiation with anyone else as you travel to and from the master room. Eavesdropping on other negotiations in progress is prohibited.

7. If you are in the last one or two master room slots and fear that your negotiation will end before your scheduled taping time, take a break so that at least some of your session can be observed and videotaped. Do not discuss any aspect of your negotiation with anyone else during these breaks. Do not eavesdrop on other negotiations in progress during this break.

8. All negotiations must cease at the announced time. You must enforce this yourselves because it takes time for instructors to get around to all of the assigned rooms to declare time. If you finish before the deadline, you may leave your room but lock it when
you do. Please be sure to take all of your belongings when you leave your assigned room.

A ten minute break will follow the conclusion of your negotiations. You may discuss them with anyone during this break. You may also share your confidential information with each other at this point. Instructors will treat as impasses any negotiations that do not stop at the announced time because of the strong likelihood that information will be disclosed by other students that will unfairly influence further bargaining. If your negotiation ends early after your videotape slot, you may take a longer break, remembering to avoid any discussion with students who may still be negotiating.

9. Please do not attempt to talk to your instructors during this ten minute break. They will be busy reviewing their notes, coordinating video review sequences, and completing their evaluation forms. Ten to fifteen minutes will be available to discuss issues individually with your instructors after class ends.

10. Reassemble in your assigned master room at the announced time, ten minutes after the ending time for the negotiation. This session provides an excellent time to share all questions, comments, and observations about your experience. In addition, video clips from each of the performances will be shown and discussed.

11. You are required to write a reaction paper following each lab class which evaluates your negotiation experiences and, if you wish, any aspect of the post-performance feedback and discussion session. In addition, your instructors will distribute negotiation questionnaires at the end of most classes. These brief documents need to be completed and submitted with your reaction paper at the times announced either in the syllabus or class. Also remember that after most classes you must listen to your audiotape, chart your action choices on the chart contained in Splitting the Difference, and hand this document in with your reaction paper.
ETHICAL ISSUES

Real world and simulated negotiations are laden with ethical dilemmas and we will discuss them when they are encountered in our exercises. The nature of simulated negotiations create the potential for additional difficulties that need to be discussed here.

Specifically, each of our negotiations involves written confidential instructions from your client. You may not share these instructions with any law student other than your partner if the exercise is done in teams. You may not either read from or show them to the other negotiator during the exercise. You also will be asked to return these instructions at the end of each negotiation, and to refrain from copying and distributing them to anyone while you have them. Finally, take care when you pick up the confidential instructions before each assignment to get the correct set. Please notify me immediately if you discover that you have the wrong set so that steps can be taken to preserve the integrity of the exercise. Reading more than one set of confidential instructions per exercise is obviously prohibited. Gaining access to and using confidential instructions, outcome summaries, or any other information from classes in other semesters is also prohibited. Violating any of these rules transgresses our Law School's regulations and the applicable Honor Code provisions regarding academic dishonesty and will be dealt with accordingly.

In addition to these rules, you are bound by the ethical constraints generally applicable to lawyers during this course. The Florida Rules of Professional Conduct govern negotiation ethics in this class. If at any time you think that another member of the class has breached the rules described above, or if you believe that the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct have been violated, then you should file a formal written complaint with me. If I find the complaint is non-frivolous after talking with you and the affected student, I will attempt to resolve it under Regulation 6C1-4.017 of the Florida Administrative Code. If I find a violation, sanctions I will consider include a downward modification of the student's evaluation in that negotiation; a reduction in the student's course grade; a failing grade for the course; and all other remedies available for academic dishonesty. I also reserve the right to initiate proceeding for violations that come to my attention.
SOME THOUGHTS ON COURSE GRADING

Grades are important both to you and to those unfortunately narrow-minded law firms that look only at GPAs when deciding whom to hire. Grading is also difficult to do well, particularly in professional skills and clinical courses. Because it causes me anxiety, and is likely to cause you anxiety as well, I want to be as explicit as possible about how grades are computed in this course.

As mentioned earlier, this course has no final exam. All lab performance exercises and all written assignments [except the letter for Ed Euratz] will be evaluated on the point scales described earlier. The points you earn for each exercise and paper will be totaled at the end of the semester, added to the grades earned on course quizzes, and that computation will be used to fix your final grade. Up to 15 points for class participation will also be awarded at the end of the term.

The theories outlined in Text and supplemental readings provide the starting point for our evaluations. Most of the points in the course thus will not depend directly and exclusively upon outcome achieved except to the very significant extent that effective performance correlates with favorable outcomes.

No method of grading ever totally resolves the subjective aspects that can irritate and anger those who do not earn the marks they feel they should have received. The approach adopted here may be challenged on that basis. It also may be attacked because it simultaneously asks you to learn and be judged. Ordinary, non-clinical courses follow a two step process: first, learning [hopefully], and then testing. Since we don't have a final, we have to assess something. It may be that fewer assessments would generate less stress. On the other hand, they would be worth more proportionately and could thus produce more anxiety.

The present scheme was chosen to spread the dreaded risk of failure [which we all experience] around to encourage everyone to be creative and to experiment with different approaches and techniques. It also tracks practice because everything you do subjects you to subtle evaluations that ultimately add up to reputation; a factor which directly affects your level of professional satisfaction and success. Being explicit about criteria, which we try to do by basing evaluation on the theories articulated in our reading assignments and the standards expressed in STD, and providing specific, detailed oral feedback about your observed performances [yes, I know, there will be little feedback on your written assignments in this imperfect world], is the best that can be done to alleviate those concerns.

The problem of evaluating group work also surfaces in teemed negotiations because it is often difficult to identify who is responsible for aspects of group products. Being branded with products not done to your standards is a difficult but occasionally encountered part of the collaborative reality of much of law practice. Collaborative issues
between negotiators on the same side, as well as those that surface across the table with people with whom you are bargaining, are topics of exploration in this course. Beyond that, try to take comfort from my assurance that I will make those decisions as accurately as I can. Moreover, negotiating pairs will not necessarily receive identical grades for their performances and the reaction papers may also produce different marks.

Having said all this about grading, my belief is that the most valuable feedback you will get in this course will be that which you generate from: (1) reflecting on your performances, (2) measuring them against the theoretical discussions in readings and generated in class and the critiques you receive from instructors and each other, and (3) augmenting them with maximum utilization of this course's unique opportunities to view yourself negotiating on videotape. How far or little you progress in skill development by these measures in this course will mean much more to your career than the letter appended later to the total of your points earned in this course [even if that letter helps you get in door of Smash, Bash, and Crash].

The evaluations of your performances and your written assignments will not be kept secret if you ask to see them. I will not total scores until the course ends so don't ask me for a comparative evaluation during the term. I won't be able to provide them. If you do the reading, prepare, and reflect on your negotiations, you will learn a lot in this course, even if it does result in just another frustrating final grade.
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CYBEROPTIONS

This is version 1 of ADR@www. The goal is to provide a sampling of sites relevant to mediation and negotiation classes. Sites are selected because of their content, uniqueness, or local flavor. The addresses are good as of 8/15/2001. Please notify (preferably in writing) Don Peters of any updated addresses or valuable websites which are not included. A supplemental list will be available toward the end of the semester with your updates and additional sites.

MEDIATION

www.mediate.com containing an extensive library of over 200 articles on a wide range of topics

The Global Arbitration Mediation Association, Inc.: www.gama.com - “dispute resolution over the internet at the speed of light” these people facilitate mediations and arbitrations with the internet and have several downloadable documents including mediation forms

Mediation@MIT: web.mit.edu/mediation/www - example of on campus mediation project

Neighborhood Justice Center: www.applicom.com/njc - up in Tallahassee

ADR

American Arbitration Association: www.adr.org - Commercial Rules and Procedures, Labor and Employment Rules and Procedures, International Rules and Procedures, Forms, and Ethics and Standards. Also a link to their ftp site where you can download their “complete ADR package” (adr.zip). Links to other ADR pages, links to articles from Dispute Resolution Times and Dispute Resolution Journal, their Beginner’s guide to Alternative Dispute Resolution.

American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution: www.abanet.org/dispute - includes ftp version of Janet Reno’s “The value of Smart Negotiation and Mediation”

Conflict Research Consortium: www.colorado.edu/conflict/ - University of Colorado site with many working papers, a case study database, abstracts, research services, etc.

CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution: www.cpradr.org/welcome.htm - Several Bibliographies, articles from Alternatives, various national and state provisions and proposals on conflict of interest and advice giving in Mediation

Dimostenis’s Conflict Resolution Page: www.geocities.com/athens/8945/#conflict - good set of links to other pages and, at /search.html, there are alternative, topic oriented, search engines

Institute for Dispute Resolution: www.dispute.resolution.uvic.ca - University of Victoria’s site with a bibliography, articles from Working Together

‘Lectric Law Library’s ADR Topic Area: www.lectlaw.com/tadr.htm - A legal search engine’s page on ADR

Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution: www.spidr.org - Has a link to their Ethical Standards of Professional Responsibility
NEGOTIATION

ADR resources: www.adrr.com - very good site maintained by attorneys in Wichita Falls, Texas. Has a lot of essays, tutorials, checklists, and links

Harvard Program on Negotiation: www.pon.harvard.edu

Negotiation and Resolution of Conflicts: www.cba.neu.edu/~ewertheim/links.htm - Among other interesting and humorous documents is a web-published text on negotiation by Professor E. Wertheim of Northeastern University

PERC: www.conflictresolution.org - Foundation for the Prevention and Early Resolution of Conflicts. PERC 101 is an internet based distance learning program on the mechanics of conflict resolution which includes modules on conflict resolution, mediation and negotiation among other topics.

www.beyondwinning.com keyed to our supplemental text Mnookin, Peppet, Tulumelo, Beyond Winning: Negotiating to Create Value in Deals and Disputes.

MEYERS-BRIGGS (& other type related theory)

Association for Psychological Type: www.aptccentral.org/apt.htm - international organization with information about upcoming events, conferences, general information on personality type

Center for the Application of Psychological Type: www.capt.org - Right here in G’ville - books, training, articles, research interests

Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.: www.mbticom - publishers of the MBTI

Insights: www.win.net/insightsys - information on the Insights game and a quickie MBTI-like quiz

The Personality Project: pmc.psych.nwu.edu - links to type research, type sites

Stress profiles by type: www.dougdean.com/profiles/index.htm - click on your MB type and see how you react under stress.

Temperament Research Institute: home.earthlink.net/~trinstitute/home.html - articles by Linda Berens, Ph.D. (eg. “How to tell iNtuiting from extraverted Sensing”)

COMMUNICATION THEORY

American Communication Association: www.americancomm.org - good link page on conflict and communication and plenty of other link pages covering other aspects of communication studies

ACTIVE LISTENING

Active Listening with Children and Young People: www.bbll.com - scroll down to chapter 3 of an engaging, web-published book called Lessons in Lifemanship
CLINICAL LEGAL TRAINING

Upperclass (sic) Curriculum Guide: www.law.georgetown.edu (Then search: alternate dispute resolution) - Georgetown University has a half dozen faculty members and offers over 20 courses! This page briefly describes their approach to teaching ADR.

CREATIVITY

Creativity Self Assessment: www.volusia.com/creative/mag5.htm - online test of your creative/innovative attitude.

HUMOROUS LEX

‘Lectric Law Library’s Rubber Room: www.lectlaw.com/rub.html

Legal Humor & Lawyer Jokes: people.delphi.com/geaatl/joke.htm

How to Win Arguments: www.funnybone.com -by Dave Barry

Dumbest Things Ever Said in Court: www.wwlia.org/dumb.htm